Addressing declining student engagement

1. New school students coming en masse - 40% 12 Summer school for Uni credit.
   (911 - 912)

2. Training teachers (preparing) for new curriculum
   (ASV) BOSTES accreditation - Principals will seek PD that is accredited.
   (912)

3. Katrina Faulkner’s MOOC to train teachers.
   
2a. Ensuring intervention curriculum mapped to school learning outcomes.
   
4. Using 21st Technologies to engage students in ICT learning

5. How can we engage students in between fun, exciting interventions? How do we overcome the teacher who isn’t ICT trained? etc.

6. Upskill academics’ communication/presentation/… skills.
   Required training in both theory, not practice.
   (911)

7. Turn 2hr lecture into manageable chunks.

8. How to overcome the head of increasing ubiquitousness of computing resulting in decreasing interest in studying ICT?

9. Using code-hour concept to enable “social” value added.

10. Retention of existing students